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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Robots are recently expected to provide various kinds of 
service directly to human in human-robot coexisting 
environment. Considering human-robot interaction, safety is 
one of the most important issues to be accomplished. To make 
a compliant robot arm can be a good way to greatly enhance 
the safety issues. Generally there are two strategies to realize 
the robot compliance: active and passive. Active compliance 
approach usually makes use of the feedback signals from 
force/torque sensors equipped either on a robot hand or at a 
joint of links so that the robot controller may detect the 
applied external force and generate a proper response. The 
active compliance approach generally has a limit in delayed 
control and incomplete safety in case of electrical 
malfunctioning, even though it can offer a high programming 
ability for compliance control. In this case, manipulators with 
active compliance function may cause either damage to human 
or failure of power transmission due to the shock when 
unexpected contact occurs. On the other hand, passive 
compliance can be realized by applying a passive mechanism 
to produce an appropriate reaction to the applied forces. 

There have been several attempts for passive compliance 
mechanism. Laurin-Kovitz[1] made a programmable passive 
impedance(PPI) component with an antagonistic nonlinear 
spring and a binary damper. Morita and Sugano[2] proposed a 
Mechanical impedance adjuster (MIA) with a variable spring 
and a pseudo-damper implemented by an electromagnetic 
brake. Okada[3] used Programmable passive compliance 
(PPC) shoulder mechanism with a variable-stiffness spring. 
Yamada[4] made a passive visco-elastic covering. Lim and 
Tanie[5] proposed a passive joint with a linear spring and a 
linear damper between a mobile part and an arm . 

As shown in the previous work, there are approaches which 
do not use a covering and cannot attenuate an impact force on 
unexpected collisions; vibration may occur due to the absence 
of dampers; implementation is very difficult due to the 
complexity of the joints. Thus, in this work, a safe arm design 
overcoming these disadvantages is proposed. 

In this paper, the design of the safe arm with a 
magneto-rheological rotary damper and rotary springs is 
introduced. MR fluid is a suspension including micro-sized, 
magnetizable particles in carrier fluid. Yield stress of the fluid 
can be controlled precisely by altering strength of applied 

magnetic field[6]. The MR fluid has broad operational 
temperature range, fast response time, and highly dynamic 
yield stress. An MR damper using the MR fluid has the 
following advantages. At first, it consumes less power and has 
less hysteresis than an electromagnetic damper. Also it enable 
smoother and quieter operation than an electromagnetic 
damper. Secondly, variable damping control is possible. A 
rotary MR damper with viscous damping property can be 
implemented by controlling applied current. Finally, through 
simple and modular design, power ratios versus weight and 
size can be greatly increased. With this MR damper and rotary 
springs, a passive compliance joint(PCJ) is developed for the 
safe arm of a service robot. 

Since the PCJ has compliance, we need to analyses the 
compliance of the manipulator in Cartesian coordinate. 
Compliance ellipsoid for the safe arm is visualized and used 
for the analysis in terms of compliance mapping between 
Cartesian space and the joint space. With this ellipsoid, we can 
evaluate the compliance at any point where the collision 
occurs. We can also see which configuration of the arm has 
more compliance at a specified point.  

When controlling the manipulator with PCJs, unwanted 
vibration has occurred because of springs included in each 
PCJ. Passive compliance meets the safe criteria but causes 
vibration during the movement of the arm. Although the 
damper of a PCJ may suppresses some portion of the vibration, 
a fast motion cannot be performed without vibration. This 
vibration may cause an unstable control or unwanted collision 
to the environment in view of the safety. To reduce the 
vibration, input shaping technique(IST)[7] is introduced. In 
suppressing unnecessary vibrations, the capability of IST has 
been proved through various applications. 

In this work, a proper design of a controller with IST filter 
for the manipulator with PCJs is conducted. A few simulations 
and experiments using the proposed controller are performed.  

This paper is organized as the following order. Section 2 
introduces the design of the PCJ and the manipulator. Section 
3 describes the compliance analysis in Cartesian coordinates 
and joint coordinates based on a compliance ellipsoid. Section 
4 features the controller design with an IST filter for the 
manipulator with PCJs and some simulation and experiment 
results are shown. In Section5, a conclusion and further works 
are stated. 
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2. SAFE ARM DESIGN 

 
2.1 Design of passive compliant joint(PCJ)   

The design of the passive compliant joint [8] is shown in 
Fig. 1. The PCJ is composed of a magneto-rheological (MR) 
rotary damper and rotary springs. The rotary springs become a 
source of vibration while they give a PCJ’s compliant property. 
Therefore a viscous damper is implemented using the 
developed MR damper. The PCJ has a resolver sensor of 
16-bits high resolution to read the relative position between 
the reducer(harmonic drive) and the link due to the spring 
displacement. The relative position is converted into a relative 
velocity signal through numerical differentiation and sent to a 
damping tuner which converts coulomb friction property of 
the MR damper into viscous one. Note that the damper and 
spring are located in parallel between the reducer and link. A 
driving unit is made up of a DC motor, an encoder, a timing 
belt, and a harmonic drive gear. 

 

 
 
Fig. 1 Design of the passive compliant joint mechanism 

 
In the MR damper, MRF-132LD manufactured by the Lord 

Corporation[9] is used. Each damper of a PCJ has its own 
parameter value. Experimental test with this three MR 
dampers shows that there is almost linear relation between 
applied current and generated torque by MR damper in [8]. 

The next component of the PCJ is rotary springs. Fig. 2 
shows a three-dimensional model of the spring component. 
The upper part and lower part are assembled and rotate 
relatively. The torsional stiffness of the spring component is 
calculated as follows: 

)/( radNmknK K= ,  
Where k is the spring constant of each linear spring and nK 

is the number of springs. The joint stiffness depends on the 
number of springs. The implemented parameters are 
summarized in [8]. 

 

  
            (a)                      (b) 

 
Fig. 2. A three-dimensional model of the spring component:  

(a) a lower part, (b) a upper part. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. A complete set of the PCJ 
 
The springs and damper are assembled as Fig. 1 where a 

cross roller bearing is inserted between the springs and damper. 
Note that the two components build a parallel structure with a 
housing. Finally, a passive compliant joint with a housing, a 
motor, pulleys, a harmonic drive reducer, and a link is shown 
in Fig.3 

 
2.2 Visco-elastic Cover Design  

In this subsection a visco-elastic cover to attenuate a 
collision force is addressed. The covering can be modeled 
simply by a spring and a damper as shown in Fig.4. If a robot 
arm is represented by a simple body with a mass Me, the 
collision model is obtained as follows when the arm collides 
with a human: 

humane FM =ε ,                                   (1) 

where  
εε uuhuman KBF −−= ,                             (2) 
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Me is a mass, Fhuman is a force acting on a human, ε is the 
compressed displacement of the cover, Ac is the contact area of 
the cover, ηc, Gc, Zc are the viscous coefficient, elastic 
modulus, and thickness of the cover each. The units of ηc, Gc, 
Zc are [Pa], [Pas], and [m], respectively.  

 

 
Fig. 4. A diagram for modeling a visco-elastic cover. 

 
Three types of a urethane foam including EGR-2, HR-80, 

and SR-S-24 are compared to each another. The detail SPECs 
of each urethane foam are shown in Table.1. The thickness of 
the cover is set to 5 [mm] taking account of the size of the arm. 
A simulation on the effect of the visco-elastic covers is 
performed to select an appropriate visco-elastic cover. The 
parameters used in the simulation is as follows: 
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210.7 , 0.125 / sec, 1520M kg V m A mme c c= = = , 

where Vc is velocity of the effective mass when the impact 
occurs. Each parameter is selected considering the condition 
of the safe arm when opening the door [4].  
 

Table.1. SPEC of the urethane foams 
 
Urethane Foam Zc [mm] ηc[Pa] Gc[Pas] 

EGR-2 5.0 520 2794 
HR-80 5.0 804 3260 

SR-S-24 5.0 1210 48000 
 

Table.2. absorbed impact force and mean force to human 
 

Urethane Foam Absorbed force 
[N.sec](%) 

Mean Force 

EGR-2 0.65 (49%) 16 
HR-80 0.86 (64%) 21 

SR-S-24 1.5 (111%) 38 
 

Absorbed impact forces and mean forces to human are 
shown in Table.2. Considering these factors and the process 
ability, PORON SR-S-24 is finally selected. A simulation 
result using the SR-S-24 is shown in Fig.5.  
 

 
 

Fig.5. SR-S-24 property at impact force 
  

2.3 Safe Arm Design  
A safe arm with MR-based passive compliant joints and a 

visco-elastic cover is designed for service robot applications. 
A 6-dof safe arm whose payload is 3 (Kg) has been developed 
as shown in Fig.6. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. PSR-2 with the safe arm. 
 

This arm is used for the PSR-2 (Public Service Robot) 

developed at the KIST (Korea Institute of Science and 
Technology). As the first step for the implementations, PCJs 
are equipped into three joints in the service robot arm. 
 

3. COMPLIANCE ANALYSIS 
3.1 Definition of the Compliance Ellipsoid  

The developed PCJ has a feature of the manipulator 
programmable compliance via springs and a MR damper. This 
compliance basically works in the joint space since the PCJ is 
joint-based mechanism. When we want to analyses the 
compliance of the safe arm in the Cartesian coordinate, a 
compliance ellipsoid[3] would be useful.  

The compliance ellipsoid sets forth the displacement of the 
end effector in all direction of the unit vector force. The 
volume of compliance ellipsoid can be a useful parameter to 
check quantity of compliance. Especially for the safe arm, 
lager volume of the compliance ellipsoid guarantees more 
safety. When the safe arm comes to collide something, the 
compliance ellipsoid volume of the collision point can tell the 
safety of the point.  

When there is a force F to the end effector, a joint torque of 
each joint is as follows: 

TJ fτ = ,                                       (4) 
where J is a jacobian matrix of the manipulator. 
With the relation between a force and a displacement of the 

end effector: 
f K x= ∆                                         (5) 

where K is a spring constant matrix in Cartesian coordinate, 
and ∆x is a displacement of the end effector. 

the relation between a joint torque and a displacement of a 
joint angle is:  
 Kqτ θ= ∆                                       (6) 

where Kq is a spring constant matrix in the joint coordinate, 
0 01

0 02
0 0 3

K
K Kq

K

 
 

=  
  

                          (7) 

for the 6-DOF safe arm with 3 PCJs. The K1, K2, and K3 are 
spring constants of each PCJ. 

From equations (4)-(7), the compliance matrix in the 
cartesian coordinate is obtained as follows: 

1 1 TC K J K Jq
− −= =                             (8) 

Using the singular value decomposition, the C can be 
rewritten 

[ ][ ]1 2 3 1 2 3 .

TC USV

TU U U s s s V

=

=
                 (9) 

The compliance ellipsoid is defined in three dimensional space 
whose axis are siUi (i=1,2,3). Since each column vectors of 
the matrix U is a unit vector, the volume of the compliance 
ellipsoid is as follows: 

1 2 3v s s s=                                   (10) 
Finally, the volume of the compliance ellipsoid corresponds 

to the multiplication of all eigenvectors of the compliance 
matrix. 

 
3.2 Compliance ellipsoid of the safe arm  

Fig.7 shows a few compliance ellipsoid according to a few 
configurations of the safe arm. All drawings are 2D-plotted,  
and 100N force is used in equations instead of the unit force 
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because the first joint of the arm is along the axis of the base, 
and a unit force is too small to visualize. As expected, the safe 
arm has only 2-dimensional or even 1-dimensional compliance 
at singular position. In this case, the compliance ellipsoid has 
zero volume as shown in Fig. 7(d) 
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Fig.7 Compliance ellipsoid with 100N force 
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Fig.8. Arm configuration with maximum compliance 
 

 

 
 

Fig.9. Compliance map with joint angles 

 
Fig.8 shows the configuration of the safe arm which 

produces the maximum compliance, i.e. the maximum volume 
of the compliance ellipsoid within workspace of the arm.  

Using these data of the volume, we can make a map which 
represents quantity of compliance depending on the 
configuration of the safe arm. With this map in Fig.9, we can 
find which configuration give more compliance or not with 
easy. Also this map can be used in the control strategy; path 
planning can be designed by using this compliance map. 

 
4. CONTROLLER DESIGN 

 
4.1 Position control  

In [8], a model of one-DOF arm with a PCJ is introduced 
and its controllability is analyzed. The result shows that a 
determinant of the controllability matrix is not zero as long as 
K is not zero, therefore the system with a PCJ is always 
controllable regardless of the viscous damping coefficient. 

A conventional PID controller is used for a joint control: 
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where i
dθ  is a constant desired angle for the i -th joint, i

mτ  

is a motor torque considering reduction ratios, and i
mθ  is a 

angle of each motor. To compensate for position error due to 
the gravity in steady state, the following control method 
similar to that of the passive joint called the MIA [3] is used: 
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where 
i

dd
ii

d
i

d KG /),,( 61 θθθθ += , 3,2,1=i                (13) 
Gi means the i-th term related to gravity in the arm dynamics 
and Ki represents a spring constant for the i-th axis. This 
control method has an advantage that there is no loss of the 
passive compliance property during position control because 
the spring and damper can be passively operated 
 
4.2 Vibration reduction  

Although the PCJ enables passive compliance for the safe 
arm, it also can be a source of unwanted vibration. This 
vibration may cause an unstable controller or unwanted 
collision to the environment in a view of the safety. Especially, 
a lot of residual vibration can be occurred after a fast motion 
of a PCJ. 

 

 
 

Fig.10.vibration suppression via IST 
 
As an effective solution to reduce this vibration, input 

shaping technique(IST) based on an impulse response is 
proposed. The IST uses two impulses to get rid of residual 
vibration. Fig.10 shows how the IST works with two impulse 
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responses. The IST can be considered as a simple filter since 
these two impulses are to be convoluted with a desired 
trajectory or an open loop control input. 

The IST can be an excellent solution to reduce vibration for 
a linear time invariant system, but it is not much effective for a 
non-linear or a time varying system. Since the safe arm is a 
time varying system in which a moment of inertia is changed 
during the rotation of the next joint, a time varying IST is 
needed.  

A thesis that a proper IST filter with two impulses can 
eliminate a residual vibration of a time invariant system is 
proved by Park[11]. However It is almost impossible to 
identify magnitudes of impulses and a time for the second 
impulse. There have been a couple of studies to apply the IST 
to a time varying system. Rappole[12] applied a time varying 
input shaping technique(TVIST) to a two link flexible 
manipulator, Park[13] proposed a practical method of TVIST 
to reduce vibration of an industrial robot. The former used a 
look-up table which contained the information of 
configuration dependent frequency, and the latter used a 
simple equation relating a period of vibration and a length 
from the swing axis to the wrist axis along the horizontal line. 
Although these two methods can be a practical method to 
reduce vibration of a time varying system, an estimation of the 
second impulse time is always incorrect because of dynamics 
of the system.  

In this work, we used a modified TVIST considering the 
dynamics of the safe arm. The most important point on the 
TVIST is an exact guessing of the second impulse time. In the 
previous TVISTs, a guessing is implemented from 
experimentally or theoretically gathered data. The guessed 
time, however, is always faster or later than the exact time. As 
for the safe arm, the guessed time is faster when a inertia is 
increasing, later when decreasing because of dynamics of the 
system. So, we use the practical method by choosing the mean 
value of the guessed time in TVIST and the second impulse 
time which is calculated at the time of the first impulse.  
 
4.3 Simulation results  

In this section, a simulation have been performed to prove 
that the proposed method is valid for a practical use. 
Simulations for the IST on the 3rd axis(LTI)  and the modified 
TVIST on the 2nd axis(TV) are implemented each.  
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Fig.11. Simulation: resolver angle of 3rd joint 
 

The 3rd joint of the safe arm is nearly a time invariant 
system, so we can use the conventional IST for 3rd Axis. 

Fig.11 show the simulation result of 3rd joint when the IST is 
implemented. Desired path is 60 degree per a second, a 
resolver angle between motor angle and 3rd link angle is 
shown for the magnitude of vibration. Since the 3rd joint is 
considered as a LTI system, the perfect elimination of residual 
vibration is possible. 
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Fig.12. Simulation: inertia changes linearly 
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Fig.13. Simulation: inertia changes with a sinusoidal form 
 

In Fig.12 and Fig.13, simulation results on 2nd joint with 
varying inertia are shown. Inertia is varying as follows: 

In Fig.12,  
2 1

2

J J t for to

J J otherwiseo

= + <

= +
               (16) 

In Fig.13, 
2 sin( ) 1J J t for to

J J otherwiseo

π= + <

=
               (17) 

where Jo=0.55 kgm2, which is the minimum theoretical value 
of the 2nd axis inertia. Open loop control with a step response 
is performed so that an effect of a proposed TVIST can be 
clearly shown.  

In both cases, modified TVIST reduces most of vibration. 
TVIST gives a bit better result compared to the conventional 
IST. 
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4.4 Experimental results  
An experiment of 3rd joint of the safe arm is presented. 

UMAC motion controller is used for controlling the six-dof 
safe arm, and MR dampers are independently controlled by a 
separated controller. Each encoder signal is sent to PC via 
USB and RS-232C port. A desired trajectory is 60 deg/sec 
which is the same as one of the previous simulation. 

Fig.14 and Fig.15 show the result of the experiment. With a 
step velocity command, the IST reduces residual vibration of 
3rd axis dramatically. The difference between the angle of a 
starting point and steady state is from gravity. As shown in 
Fig.14, IST works well even in gravity. 
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Fig.14. Experiment: resolver angle of 3rd joint 
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Fig.15. Experiment: motor angle and command velocity 
  

5. CONCLUSION 
The new safe arm for a service robot with passive 

compliant joints via springs and a MR damper and a covering 
is designed. Compliance analysis of the arm in the Cartesian 
coordinate is performed through the compliance ellipsoid. A 
proper controller considering reduction of residual vibration 
by IST and TVIST is proposed for the safe arm. The 
simulation results and experimental result shows that IST can 
work properly on the safe arm.  

As a future research, an experiment of TVIST on the 2nd 
and 1st axis can be performed. Control of the link angle θL also 
has to be performed for the free-motion movement.  
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